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Radio Communication Sectional Committee, LTD 20

NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (Part 3) which is identical with IEC 60958-3 (2003) ‘Digital audio interface —
Part 3: Consumer applications’ issued by the International Electrotechnical Commission (lEC) was
adopted by Bureau of Indian Standards on the recommendation of the Radio Communication-
Sectional Committee and approval of the Electronics and information Technology Division Council.

The text of IEC Standard has been approved as suitable for publication as an Indian Standard without
deviations. Certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards.
Attention is particularly drawn to the following:

a) Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should
be read as ‘Indian Standard’.

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker, while in Indian Standards, “the current
practice is to use a point (,) as the decimal marker,

In this adopted standard, reference appears to certain International Standards for which Indian
Standards also exist. The corresponding Indian Standards which are to be substituted in their places
are listed below along with their degree of equivalence for the editions indicated:

/nfemationa/ Standard Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of
Equivalence

IEC 60958-1 (2004) Digital audio lS/lEC 60958-1 : 2004 Digital audio Identical
interface – Part 1: General interface: Part 1 General

IEC 60958-4 (2003) Digital audio lS/l EC 60958-4 : 2003 Digital audio do
Interface — Part 4: Professional interface: Part 4 Professional
applications applications (TA4)

The technical committee has reviewed the provisions of the following International Standards referred
in this adopted standard and has decided that they are acceptable for use in conjunction with this
standard:

International Standard Title

IEC 60268-11 (1987) Sound system equipment - Part 11: Application of connectors for the
interconnection of sound system components

IEC 60841 (1988) Audio recording - PCM encoder/decoder system

IEC 60908 (1999) Audio recording-compact disc digital audio system

IEC 61119-1 (1992) Digital audio tape cassette system (DAT) - Part 1: Dimensions and
characteristics

IEC61119-6 (1992) Digital audio tape cassette system (DAT) – Part 6: Serial copy management
system

The technical committee decided to provide Table IV of IEC 60268-11 : 1987 in this standard for
details on connectors for both outputs and inputs as mentioned in clause 7.3.4 of this standard and is
therefore given at the end of this Standard as National Annex A.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the
final value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off in
accordance with IS 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for rounding off numerical values (revised)’. The number of
significant places retained in the rounded off value should be same as that of the specified value in
this standard.
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hdian Standard

DIGITAL AUDIO INTERFACE.

PART 3 CONSLJMER APPLICATIONS

1 Scope

This part of IEC 60958 specifies the consumer application of the interface for the inter-
connection of digital audio equipment defined in IEC 60958-1.

NOTE When used in a consumer digital processing environment, the interface is primarily intended to carry
stereophonic programmed, with a resolution of up to 20 bits per sample, an extension to 24 bits per sample. being
possible.

2 Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For
dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of
the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

IEC 60268-11:1987, Sound system equipment - Part 1f: Application of connectors for the
interconnection of sound system components

IEC 60841:1988, Audio recording - PCM encoder/decoder system

IEC 60908:1999, Audio recording - Compact disc digital audio system

IEC 60958-1, Digital audio intetface - Part 1: General

lEC 60958-4, Digital audio interface - Part 4: Professional applications

IEC 61119-1:1992, Digital audio tape cassette system (OAT) - Part 7: Dimensions and
characteristics

IEC 61119-6:1992, Digital audio tape cassette system (OAT) - Part 6: Serial copy mana(lement
system

3 Terms and definitions

The terms and definitions given in IEC 60958-1 apply to this part of IEC 60958.

4 Interface format

The interface format as defined in IEC 60958-1 shall be used.

Unless otherwise specified in the annexes, the following specification is applicable:

. An audio sample word has a length of 20 bits/sample. The auxiliary sample bits are an
optional expansion of the audio sample, if not used = “O”.

● User data is not used, all bits = “O”.

. Channel status is identical for both sub-frames of the interface, with the exception of the
channel number, if that is not equal to zero.

‘1
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5 Channel status

5.1 General

For every sub-frame, the channel status bit
that is carried in that same sub-frame.

Channel status information is organized in a
O to 23 (see Table 1). The first bit of each
preamble “B”.

provides information related to the audio channel

192-bit block, subdivided into 24 bytes, numbered
channel status block is carried in the frame with

The individual bits of a ‘channel status block are numbered O to 191.

The primary application is indicated by channel status bit O.

As stated in IEC 60958-1, for the consumer digital audio applications described in this
standard, this first channel status bit equals “O”.

NCITE As stated in IEC 60958-1, for professional application this first channel status bit equals “l”.

Secondary applications may be defined within the framework of these primary applications.

5.2 Application

5.2.1 Channel status general format

For each channel, the channel status block provides the information described in this clause
and summarized in Table 1.

2
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Byte

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Itt

11

12

13

i4

15

16

47

18

19

20

21

22

23

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

Bit

Bit

Bit

lS/lEC 60958-3

TabJe 1- Ctiannel status general format for consumer use

)

:2003

a s “Ops b c d Mode

o 1 2 3 4 5 8 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 2s 26 27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

40 43 42 43 44 4s 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59 60 61 w 63

64 es 66 67 68 69 70, 7+

72 73 74 75 7s 77 78 ‘ 79

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111

112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135

136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151

152 153 154 155 156 t 57 158 159

160 161 162 163 164 165 188 167

168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175

176 177 176 179 160 181 182 183

184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191

a: use of channel status block, c: copyright information.
b: linear PCM identification. d: additional format information.

3
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Byte 0: General control and mode information

Control:

Bit O “o” Consumer use of channel status block. (see notes 1 and 2)

NOTE 1 The significance of byte O, bit O is such that transmission from an interface conforming to IEC 60958-4
can be identified.

Bit 1 “o” Audio sample word represents linear PCM samples. (see note 2)

“1“ Audio sample word used for other purposes.

NOTE 2 The functions of channel status bits Oand 1 are defined in IEC 60958-1.

Bit 2 “o” Software for which copyright is asserted. (see note 3)

“1” Software for which no copyright is asserted.

NOTE 3 Bit 2 is referred to as the “Cp-bit”. It should indicate whether copyright protection has been asserted.

The copyright status may be unknown for certain applications. The above interpretation is
therefore not valid in combination with some category codes (as indicated in the annex
associated with the category code). The Cp-bit can alternate between O and 1 at a rate
between 4 Hz and 10 Hz (~ee Annex A).

Bits 3 Additional format information, meaning depends on bit 1.
to 5

When bit 1 = “O”, linear PCM audio mode:

Bit 3’45

State “o o o“ 2 audio channels without pre-emphasis.

‘1 o o“ 2 audio channels with 50 us/15 VS pre-emphasis.

“o 1 o“ Reserved (for 2 audio channels with pre-emphasis).

“1 1 o“ Reserved (for 2 audio channels with pre-emphasis).

~All other states of bits 3 to 5 are reserved and shall not be used
defined.

NOTE 4 The single and dual channel operating modes are defined with

When bit 1 = “l”, other than linear PCM applications:

Bit 345

until further

the frame format in IEC 60958-1.

State “o o o“ Default state for applications other than linear PCM.

All other states of bits 3 to 5 are reserved and shall not be used until further
defined.

Bits 6 Channel status mode, indicates one of four possible channel status formats
and 7 (bytes 1 to 23). There are four possible modes for each of the states of bit 1.

Bit 67

State ‘o 0“ Mode O, refer to 5.2.2.

All other states of bits 6 and 7 are reserved and shall not be used until further
defined.

The contents of bits 8 to 191 depend on the mode as indicated by bits 6 and 7. if not defined
otherwise, the default value is “O”.

4
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5.2.2 Mode O channel status format for digital audio equipment for consumer use

When the audio sample word represents linear PCM and the channel status mode is mode O,
the channel status format shown in Tab!e 2 should be applied.

Byte

o

1

2

3

bit

bit

bit

bit

4 *

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

bit

bit

blt

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

bit

Table 2- Mode O channel status format for consumer use

a = 1409s b = “0,, c d Mode = “O O“

o 1 2 3 I 4 5 6 I 7

Category code
8 I 9 I 10 I 11 12 I 13 I 14 I 15

Source number Channel number
Is I 77 I 18 19 20 I 21 22 23

Sampling frequency Clock accuracy
24 I 25 I 26 I 27 28 I 29 30 31

Word length Original sampling frequency
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 7s

80 61 82 83 84 85 86 87

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111

112 113 114 115 146 117 118 11s

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127,

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135

136 137 136 139 140 141 142 143

144 145 146 147 “ 146 149 150 151

152 153 154 155 156 157 1m 159

160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167

168 169 170 171 172 173 174 *75

176 177 178 179 ! 80 181 1-82 183

184 185 186 107 180 189 190 191
a: use of channel status block.
b: linear PCM identification.

c: copyright information.
d: additional format information.

5
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Byte 0 as defined in 5.2.1, with:

Bit 1 “o” Audio sample word represents linear PCM samples.

Bits 6 to 7 “o o“ Mode O.

Byte 1: Category code

The category code indicates the kind of equipment that generates the digital audio interface
signal. See the relevant annexes for the assignments. Bit 8 = LSB, bit 15 = MSB.

Byte 2: Source and channel number

Bits 16to 19

Bit

State

Bits 20 to 23

B?i

State

Source number, bit 16 = LSB, bit 19 = MSB.

16171819

“o 00 o“ Do not take into account.

“1 00 o“ 1

“o 10 o“ 2

“1 100” 3

... ..

“1 1 1 1“ 15

Channel number (audio

20212223

channel), bit 20 = LSB, bit 23 = MSB.

“o 00 o“ Do not take into account.

“1 00 o“ (left channel for stereo channel format).

“o 10 o“ (right channel for stereo channel format).

“1 10 o“

................

“1 1 1 1“

NOTE 1 The single and dual channel operating modes are defined with the frame format in IEC 60958-1.

Byte 3: Sampling frequency and clock accuracy

Bits 24 to 27 Sampling frequency

Bit 24252627

State “o 01 o“

“o 00 o“

“0001”

“00 1 1“

“o 1 1 o“

“o 10 o“

“o 10 1“

“o 1 1 1“

“1 10 o“

“1 00 o“

22,05 kHz

44,1 kHz

88,2 kHz

176,4 kHz

24 kHz

48 kHz

96 kHz

192 kHz

32 kHz

Sampling frequency not indicated

‘6

  
  

 



Bits 28 to 29

Bit

State

lS/lEC 60958-3:2003

All other combinations are reserved and shall not be used until further
defined.

Clock accuracy.

2829

“o on Level 1I

“1 o“ Level I

“o 1“ Level Ill

‘1 1“ Interface frame rate not matched to sampling frequency.

Byte 4: Word length and original sampling frequency

Bit 32 “on Maximum audio sample word length is 20 bits.

“1” Maximum audio sample word length is 24 bits.

Bits 33 to 35 Sample word length

Bit 333435 Audio sample word length if Audio sample word length if
maximum length is 24 bits maximum length is 20 bits
as indicated by bit 32. as indicated by bit 32.

State “o o o“ Word length not indicated Word length not indicated
(default) (default)

“loo 20 bits 16 bits

“o 1 o“ 22 bits 18 bits

’00 1“ 23 bits 19 bits

‘1 o 1“ 24 bits 20 bits

“o 1 1“ 21 bits 17 bits

All other combinations are reserved and shall not be used until further
defined.

NOTE 2 The first edition of IEC 60958 had bits 32 to 35 reserved and set to zero. Therefore, the all zero state for
these bits on a received signal may be an indicator that the word length indication has not been implemented.

Bits 36 to 39 Original sampling frequency

Bit 36373839

State “1111”

“111O”

“1101”

“11OO”

‘loll”

“101O”

“1OO1”

“1 0“00“

“0111”

“0110”

“0101”

“0100”

“0,0 1 1“

“Oo’lo”

“0001”

“0000”

44,1 kHz

88,2 kHz

22,05 kHz

176,4 kHz

48 kHz

96 kHz

24 kHz

192 kHz

Reserved

8 kHz

11,025 kHz

12 kHz

32 kHz

Reserved

16 kHz

Original sampling frequency not indicated (default)

‘7
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NOTE 3 The original sampling frequency field may be used to indicate the sampling frequency of a signal prior to
sampling frequency conversion in a consumer playback system.

NOTE 4 Many of the values indicated for a frequency in the originalsamplingfrequencyfield in byte 4 are the
ones complementof the values used for that frequency in the sampling frequency field in byte 3.

5.3 Copyright management guidelines for consumer application
of the digital audio interface

5.3.1, General

Category codes are defined for all consumer products that are capable of supplying a digital
signal to consumer digital audio recorders, except for products that are fully transparent from
input to output.

Category codes for products have been grouped by general function of the product. This
makes it possible to take into account future digital recording products not yet defined in detail.
Such a product then deals with the group code under a general rule. These rules define
whether a digital recorder is enabled to record a copyright protected digital signal.

Unless otherwise specified, any consumer equipment capable of transferring digital audio
information from an input terminal to an output terminal, if not fully transparent and regardless
of the delay or type of transformation of the audio content of the signal, shall copy channel
status bits O, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 from the source. Bit 2 shall be copied from the source, unless
otherwise specified in the annexes.

Bit 15 is referred to as the “L-bit”. It indicates the ‘(generation status” of the digital audio signal.

“Generation status” means:

0

m

whether the signal emanates from a source that has been produced or published or
authorized by the rights owner of the material, such as commercially released pre-recorded
compact discs or DAT tapes or a digital broadcast (referred to herein, as “original”) and for
which copyright has been asserted; or

whether the siqnal emanates from a recording made from such “original” material (i.e. “a
home-copy of ~eneration 1 or higher”). -

Generally the L-bit is specified as:

Bit 15 “o” No indication.
“ ,,1 Commercially released pre-recorded software.

For historical reasons, the reverse situation is valid for the signals originating

o laser optical products (category code “100 XXXXL”);

. broadcast reception (category codes “001 XXXXL” and “011 lXXXL”).

For these category codes, the L-bit indicates:

from:

Bit 15 “o” Commercially released pre-recorded software.

“1“ No indication.

The generation status “may be unknown for certain applications. The above interpretation is
there~ore not valid in combination with some category codes such as:

o general (category code “000 00000”);

. analogue/digital converters for analogue signals without copyright
code “01 1 00 XXL”).

8
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5.3.2 Category code groups

5.3.2.1 The category code groups are defined in Table 3.

Table 3- Category code groups
I

Bits 8 to 15

“000 00000’

“loo XXXXL’

“010XxxxL”

“II OXXXXL”

“001 Xxxxu
and

“011 1X)(XU

“101 XXXXL’

“011 00XXL’

“011 OIXXL’

“000 lXXXL-

“000 0001r

“111XXX)(L”

“000 OXXXL”

Category I
General. Used temporarily

Laser optical products
,

Digital/digital converters and signal processing products

Magnetic tape or disc based ,products
d

Broadcast reception of digitally encoded audio signals with or without video signals

Musical instruments, microphones and other sources without copyright information

Analogue/digital converters for anaiogue signals without copyright information

Analogue/digital converters for analogue signals which include copyright information
in the form of “Cp-bit and L-bit status”

Solid stale memory based woducts

Experimental products not for commercial sale

Not defined. Reserved

Not defined. Reserved, except “000 00000” and “000 0001 L“ +

5.3.2.2 Within a group, a further indication of the type of source is given.

5.3.2.2.1 For the general category code (“000 00000”) the following applies:

- used temporarily;

applied specifically for digital audio broadcast reception with or without a video signal, for
example digital satellite reception in Japan in the case where .no copyt’i@ information is
transmitted. (See also Annex H.)

5.3.2.2.2 For the group of laser optical products (category code = “100 XXXXL”) ths
category codes are defined in Table, 4.

Table 4- Category code groups for laser optical products

Bits 8 to 15 Category

“100 00000” Compact disc digital audio signai compatible with IEC 60908 (see Annex A)

“loo 100or Laser opticai digital audio systems for which no other category code is defined (see
Annex D)

“loo IOOIL” Mini disc system (see Annex N)

“loo Iloor Digitai versatiie disc (DVD) (see A,lnex P)

“100 others” Resewed

.
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5.3.2.2.3 For the group of digital/digital converters and signal processing products
(category code = “01O XXXXL”), the category codes are defined in Table 5.

Table 5- Category code groups for digitalldigital converter
and signal processing products

I Bits 8 to 15 I Category I

I “01o 0000L” I PCM encoder/decoder (see Annex B) I
“010 OIOOL” Digital signal mixer (see Annex E)

“010 Iloor Samplingrate converter(see ArmexF)

“010 OO1OL” Digitalsoundsampler(see AnnexG)

“010 10IOL” Digitalsoundprocessor(see AnnexO)

“01Oothers” Reserved

5.3.2.2.4 For the group of magnetic tape or magnetic disc based products (category code =
“110 XXXXU), the category codes are’defined in Table 6.

Table 6- Category code groups for magnetic tape or magnetic disc based products
*

Bits8 to 15 Category

“11o Oooor DAT (see Annex C)

“11O1000L” Video tape recorderwith digitalsound

“Iloooolr Digitalcompactcassette(see Amex M)

“110 others” Reserved

5.3.2.2.5 For the group of broadcast reception of digitally ,encoded audio with/without video
signals (category code = “001 XXXXL” or “011 lXXXL”), the category codes are
defined in Table 7.

Table 7- Category code groups for broadcast reception
of digitally encoded audio with/without video signals

I Bits 8 to 15 I Category I
I “001Oooov I Digital audio broadcast signal with or without a video signal (Japan) (see Annex H) I

I “001 1Ooor I Digital audio broadcast signal with or without a video signal (Europe) (see Annex J) I

E
“00100IIL”

“001 0001L“

“001001or

“001 others”

“011 IXXXL’

Digital audio broadcast signal with or without a video signal (USA) (see Annex K)

Electronic software delivery (see Annex L)

Used by another standard (see note)

Reserved

Reserved

! NOTE The code “001 00I0L” is under consideration for use in connection with IEC 62105. I

10
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5.3.2.2.6 For the group of musical instruments, microphones and other sources that create
original sound (category code = “101 XXXXL”), the category codes are defined in
Table 8.

Table 8- Category code groups for musical instruments, microphones and
other sources that create original sound

1- Bits 8 to 15 ICatenorv I

I “1OI OOOOL” I Synthesizer I

I “!011000L’ I Microphone I

I “101 others” I Reserved I

5.3.2.2.7 For the group of analogue/digital converters for analogue signals without
copyright information (category code = “01 1 OOXXL”), the category codes are
defined in Table 9.

Table 9- Category code groups for AID converters for analogue slgnal$
without copyright, information

Bits 8 to 15 Category
3

“011OOOOL” AID converter

“01100 others” Reserved

5.3.2.2.8 For the group of analogue/digital converters for analogue signals which include
copyright information in the form of “Cp-bit and L-bit status” (category code =
“01 1 OIXXL”), the category codes are defined in Table 10.

Table 10- Category code groups for AID converters for analogue signals
with copyright information

1 Bits 8 to 15 Category

I “011 O1OOL” IAVD converter I

I “01101 others I Reserved I

5.3.2.2.9 For the group of solid state memory based products (category code =
“000 IXXXL”), the category codes are defined in Table 11.

Table 11- Category code groups for solid state memory based products

Bits 8 to 15 Category

“000 10OOLW Dtgital audio recorder and player using solid state memory

“000 1 others” Reserved

5.3.2.2.10 For experimental products not for commercial sale (category code =
“000 0001 ~), the following definition applies.

New products for which a category code is not yet defined, or for which circuitry to signal the
appropriate category code is not yet available.
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6 User data

6.1 General

The default value of the user bits is logical “O”.

For interchangeability of equipment it is strongly recommended to use the general user data
format described below for consumer applications of the user data.

6.2 Application

6.2.1 User data bit stream

The user data bits from every sub-frame in a frame combine so that there is just one user data
bit stream for each interface.

6.2.2 User data message structure

A message consists of information units (I US). An IU consists of one start bit (logical value “1”)
followed by seven information bits.

The eight bits of an IU are also referred to as the P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W bits. IUS in a
message are separated by up to and including eight bits with a logical value “O”. The nominal
number of bits with logical value “O” between IUS is four. Messages are separated by more than
eight

Bit

o

+12

+24

+36

+48

+60

+72

-84

+96

Key

bits with a logical vaiue “O”.An example of this structure is shown in Figure 1.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 0 1 Q R s T u v w o 0

0 0 1 Q R s T u v w o 0

lllQ\R~sITIu~vIw Iolololol

10 0 0 0 1 Q R s T u v w

1 Q R s T u v w o 0 0 0

1 Q R s T u v w o 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 010 1 Q R s T

A)

B)

c)

D)

lUlvlVVlOlOlOIOll lQIRlslTl E)

luIv!wIoIoIoIoIO~ llQIRlsl

O Bit between IUS with logical value “O.

1 Start bit P, first bit of IU with logical value “1”.

Q, R, S, T, U, V, W Information bits.

A) Example of an IU: start bit plus seven information bits.

B) Maximum distance between two IUS of the same message is two bits.

C) Minimum distance between two IUS of the same message is zero bits.

D) Distance of more than eight bits between IUS indicates start of a new message.

E) Nominal distance between two IUS of the same message is four bits.

Figure 1- Example of message structure using information units

12
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6.2.3 Equipment classification

Equipment is divided into three classes, according to the category code of the channel status.
See also the relevant annexes.

Fi~tureequipment, for which there is no relevant annex, shall be classified as belonging to one

of the three classes defined below.

6.2.3.1 Class 1: original user data generating equipment

Original user data generating equipment will generate user data bits according to a format that
is defined in the standard for that equipment. See the relevant annex.

Any new equipment in this class will carry the genera! user data format as defined in 6.2.4.1.

6,2.3.2 Ciass ii: user data transparent equipment

The user data transparent equipment shall either provide all “O” user data bits, or transfer the
user data bits it receives from its input unchanged to its output. if the processing of the audio
information causes considerable delay, it is recommended that the user data bits should be
equally delayed.

6.2.3.3 Class Ill: mixed mode user data equipment

This ciass of equipment shall either operate as class II (user data transparent). equipment or
originate a new user data stream according to the general user data format.

The possible user data formats for this class are:

● all “O bits;

● the complete user data information of the input, or one of the inputs in the case of multipie
inputs;

● the general user data format. The information carried in this case may originate from within
the equipment itself, or be transcoded from the input source(s).

6.2.4 User data message iength and contents

The possible length and contents of the user data messages depends on the category code of
the equipment. See the relevant annexes.

For new equipment that is capable of generating original user data contents, the generai user
data format shall be used.

6.2.4.1 General user data format

According to the generai user data format, a message consists of a minimum of 3 and a
maximum of 129 information units, except for a length of 96 information units. A totai message
length of 96 information units is reserved for some specific iaser optical products (see 6.2.4,2).

The contents of the first IU are shown in Figure 2.

1 (Start) I 1 (Q) I Mode R I Mode S Mode T I Item U I Item V I Item W
1

Figure 2- First UI contents

’13
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The bits R, S,T, U, V, VVhavethe following meaning:

Mode RST

000 Not used, reserved for digital compact cassette (DCC).

1xx

XIX

1

May be used for new messages.

Xxl

The mode bits indicate a class of messages, for example text, preset information, etc., and the
item bits give a further definition of the type of message.

It is recommended that any new application should conform as much as possible to messages
coded according to the general user data format that have been defined for other applications.

The second IU contains a number indicating the following number of NJs as shown in Figure 3.

1 (Start) Iu Iu Iu
-, Count6 Count5 Count4 co:nt3 Co&t2 Co’$lntl . Co’;ntO

Figure 3- Second UI contents

IU count6 is the most significant bit; IU countO is the least significant bit. The number is coded
as a binary number in the range 1 to 127 (000 OOOlb to 111 111 lb) except that the value 94 is
not possible.

The third IU contains the originating category code, without the L-bit, of the equipment that
generates the general user data format messages as shown in Figure 4.

C-Ch C-Ch C-Ch C-Ch C-Ch C-Ch C-Ch
(S/art) bit 8 bit 9 bit 10 bitlt bit 12 bit 13 bit 14

Figure 4- Third Ui contents

The L-bit (C-channel bit 15) is not carried in this message, as it is not relevant for the decoding
of the user data messages. Therefore, any decisions on the copyright status of the audio
information shall be based on the category code and Cp-bit as carried in the channei status.

The IUS that follow the third IU contain user information.

User information that originally was organized as bytes is carried as in Figure 5: four
successive IUS carry a maximum of three successive bytes (X, Y and Z, 7 =. MSB, O = LS8) in
bits R, S, T, U, V, W of the iUs:

r
1 (Start) Q x7 X6 x5 x4 x3 x2

1 (Start) Q xl Xo Y? Y6 Y5 Y4

1 (Start) Q Y3 Y2 Y1 Yo Z7 Z6

1 (Start) Q Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z1 Zo

Figure 5- User information

The Q bits can optionally indicate that the remaining six bits of the IU contain an error:

“o” no error detected.

“1“ error in bits R, S, T, U, V, W.

14
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If not used, the error flag should be set to a logical “O”value.

If the number of bytes to transfer does not fill a complete quadruplet (i.e. just one or two bytes,
not three bytes), the remaining byte(s) shall be coded as “O O 00000 O“.

6.2.4.2 General user data format for some specific laser optical products

For historical reasons the laser optical products with category codes “1OO 0000” (compact disc
digital audio, see IEC 60908) and “100 1001 L“ (mini disc) employ a user data format that
differs from the one defined above. In this format, no message length specifier is applied.
Instead the length is fixed to 96 IUS. The information in the Q bits of the IUS is considered to be
in a separate channel (the Q channel).

Each group of six bits R, S, T, U, V, W of an information unit is called a SYMBOL.

The SYMBOL numbering follows the numbering of the bits in Table A.1.

A group of 24 SYMBOLS is called a PACK:

PACK 1 is formed by symbols 1 to 24;

PACK 2 is formed by symbols 25 to 48;

PACK 3 is formed by symbols 49 to 72;

PACK 4 is formed by symbols 73 to 96.

Information will be carried in the PACKS according to specific formats.

7 Electrical and optical requirements

7.1 General

Two types of transmission

7.2 Timing accuracy

lines are defined: unbalanced and optical fibre.

‘7.2.1 Accuracy of sampiing frequency (ciock accuracy)

Three levels of sampling frequency accuracy are defined to meet various requirements of the
frequency accuracy. These levels shall be indicated in the channel status data.

7.2.1.1 Levei i: high accuracy mode

The transmitted sampling frequency shall be within a tolerance of *5O x 10-6.

7.2.1.2 Levei ii: normai accuracy mode

The transmitted sampling frequency shall be within a tolerance of *1 000 x 10+.

7.2.1.3 Levei iii: variabie pitch shifted ciock mode

The signal in this mode can be received by specially designed receivers.

NOTE The frequency range is under consideration. A range of *12,5 ‘A is envisaged.

7.2.1.4 interface frame rate net matched to sampiing frequency

This state is used to indicate high speed and other transfers where the interface does not carry
an embedded sampling frequency clock.
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‘?.2.2 Receiver locking range

y def;~ult, receivers should be able to lock to signals of level II accuracy with r(?SPeCt tO the

.~pported standard sampling frequencies.

rf a receiver is only capable of normal operation with a narrower locking range, then this range
should exceed the sample frequency tolerance of level I and it shall be specified as a level I
receiver.

if a receiver is capable of normal operation at sample rate variations corresponding to level Ill,
then this shall be specified as a level Ill receiver.

NOTE Until the range for level Ill has been defined, the frequency range supported by a level Ill receiver should
be at least t12,5 %. For clarity, the actual value should be specified.

7’.2.3 Receiver sampling frequency support

‘I_he product specification or application standard may define the sampling frequencies that
shall be supported by a receiver. In the absence of such a definition, the receiver shall support
32 kHz, 44,1 kHz and 48 kHz operation.

?,)3 Unbalanced line

~.qcq General characteristics

The interconnecting cable shall be unbalanced and screened (shielded) with a nominal
characteristic impedance of (75 ~ 26,25) Q at frequencies from 0,1 MHz to 128 times the
maximum frame rate.

‘!’he transmission circuit configuration shown in Figure 6 may be used.

Transmitter Interconnecting cable Receiver

I

d9 A

I
1 I

4)

v —

Figure 6- Simplified example of the configuration of the circuit (unbalanced)

NOTE Additional components may be needed for implementation. A transformer in the transmitter with a floating
(non-earthed) secondary can be used to avoid any potential earth loops and provide a useful bandwidth limitation to
reduce high-frequency radiation.

7’.3.2 Line driver characteristics

7.3.2.1 Output impedance

The line driver shall have an unbalanced output with an internal impedance of (75 * 15) Q,
when measured at the terminals to which the line is connected, at frequencies from 0,1 MHz
to 128 times the maximum frame rate.

16
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7.3.2.2 Signal amplitude

The signal amplitude shall be (0,5 * 0,1 ) V peak-to-peak, when measured across a (75 * 0,75) Q
resistor connected to the output terminals, without any interconnecting cable present.

7.3.2.3 DC output voltage

The d.c. voltage shall be less than 0,05 V, when measured
connected to the output terminals, without any interconnecting

7.3.2.4 Rise and fall times

across a (75 * 0,75) Q resistor
cable present:

The time difference between the 10 ?40 and 90 ‘%0 points of any transition shall be less than
0,4 UI (see Figure 7).

1,0UI 1,0 UI
4 E 4 ●

W%

50%

10%

<0,4UI <0,4 UI

Figure 7- Rise and fall times

7.3.2.5 Intrinsic jitter

The peak intrinsic output jitter measured at all the data transition zero crossings shall be less
than 0,05 UI when measured with the intrinsic jitter measurement filter.

t40TE This appliesbothwhen the equipment is locked to an effectively jitter-free timing reference (which may be a
modulated digital audio signal) and when the equipment is free-running.

The jitter weighting filter is shown in Figure 8. It is a minimum-phase high pass filter with a
3 dB frequency of 700 Hz, a first order roll-off to 70 Hz and with a passband gain of unity.

I I 1 I I

I ~0 Hz, –20 dB

-30 1 I I I 1
10 100 1 x 103 IX 104 1X105 1 x 106 1 x 107

10

0,

-20

Jitter frequency (Hz)

Figure 8- intrinsic jitter measurement fiiter
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7.3.2.6 Jitter gain or peaking

The sinusoidal jitter gain from any timing reference input to the signal output shall be less than
3 dB at all frequencies.

7.3.3 Line receiver characteristics

7.3.3.1 Terminating impedance

The receiver shall present a substantially resistive impedance of (75 * 3,75) Q to the inter-
connecting cable over the frequency band 0,1 MHz to 128 times the maximum frame rate.

7.3.3.2 Maximum input signals

The receiver shall correctly interpret the data when presented with a signal, the peak-to-peak
voltage of which, measured in accordance with 7.3.2.2, is 0,6 V.

7..3.4.3 Minimum input signals

The receiver shall correctlv sense the data when a random input signal ‘produces the eye
diagram characterized by a ‘V~in of 200 mV and ?_mmof 0,5 UI (see Figure 9).

7-~n,= 0,5 UI
# \

in,= 200 mV

Figure 9- Eye diagram

NOTE This diagram does not define the tolerance to deviation in the zero crossings. These are defined by the
jitter tolerance template in 7.3.3.4, which requires that the minimum pulse width is not smaller than 0,8 U1.

18
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7.3.3.4 Receiver jitter tolerance

An interface data receiver should correctly decode an incoming data stream with any sinusoidal
jitter defined by the jitter tolerance template of Figure 10.

‘100 I I [ [ I r

5 Hz, 10 UI
5 10
alo
:
&
o

1 -
k
g
7

>4(J3 kHz, 0,2 Ul

0,1 ‘ I I I 1 I L
1 10 100 1X103 IX 104 1 x 105 1 x 106

Jitter frequency (Hz)

Figure 10 – Receiver jitter tolerance tempiate

NOTE The template requires
between 400 kHz and 200 Hz,
to-peak below 5 Hz.

7.3.4 Connectors

a jitter tolerance of 0,2 UI peak-to-peak at frequencies above 400 kHz, 0,25 UI
increasing with the inverse of frequency below 200 Hz to level off at 10 UI peak-

The standard connector for both outputs and inputs shall be the free
socket connector described in 8.6 of Table IV of IEC 60268-11:1987.

A male plug shall be used at both ends of the cable.

pin connector and fixed

Equipment manufacturers shall clearly label digital audio inputs and outputs.

7.4 Optical connection

Under consideration.

19
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Annex A
(normative)

Application of the digital audio interface
in the compact disc digital audio system

(See IEC 60908)

This annex applies to equipment having category code “1OO OOOO(Y

A.1 General: application specific details

The audio sample word length is 16 bits.

The auxiliary sample bits are ❑ “O”.

A.2 Channel status: application specific details

The four CONTROL bits of the Q-channel (subcode) shall be copied to the channel status
bits O to 3 (part of the CONTROL in the channel status).

Bit 2, the Cp-bit, shall mean:

Bit 2 “o” Software for which copyright is asserted.

“l” Software for which no copyright is asserted.

The Cp-bit may alternate between O and 1 at a rate between 4 Hz and 10 Hz.

Th Cp-bit indicates in the alternating mode that the signal does not emanate from commercially
released pre-recorded software, but from a recording made from “original” material, that is, a
home-copy of generation 1 or higher.

A.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class I (see 6.2.3).

The user data carries the subcode (see Table A. 1).

The U-bits form one subcode block of 1 176 bits (average) multiplexed over the left and
the right channel. One compact disc frame consists of one subcoding symbol with 12 audio
samples. 98 subcoding symbols constitute one subcoding block, resulting in 12 times
98 = 1 176 U-bits.

The subcode synchronization word is minimum 16 “O”bits.

20
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Table A.1 - Example of 2-channel compact disc format

Uo. Preamble AUX Audio aamplea MSB v u c P
SYNC

I B 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 CIL P
~ w 0000 0000 Xxxx m- Xxxx Xxxx o 0 CIR P
3 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C2L P
I w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C2R P
5 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C3L P
3 w 0000 0000 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX o 0 C3R P
? M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C4L P
3 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0
3 M 0000

C4R ,P
0000 Xxxxxxxyxxxxxxxx o 0

10
C5L ‘P

w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0
11

C5R P
M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C6L P

12 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C6R P

13 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C7L P
14 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C7R P
15 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C6L P
16 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C8R P
17 M 0000 OOOOXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX o 0 C9L P
18 w 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C9R P
19 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C1OL P
20 i 0000 0000 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX o 0 C1OR P
21 M. 0000 0000 m m = m o 0 CIIL P
22 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C1l R P
23 M 0000 0000 XXXX Xxxx Xxxx XxXx o 0
24

C12L P
w 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C12R P“

25 M 0000 0000 Xxxx m Xxxx W(XX o 1 C13L P
26 -w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o Q1 C13R P
27 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o R1 C14L P
28 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o S1 C14R P
29 M 6000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o TI C15L P
30 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o UI C15R P
31 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o VI C16L P
32 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o WI C16R P
33 M 0000 0000 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX)Q( o 0 .C17L P
34 w 0000 0000 XxXx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o- 0 C17R P
35 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C18L P
36 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C18R P

37 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o t C19L P
38 w 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx XX)(X Xxxx o Q2 C19R P
39 M 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o R2 C20L P
40 w 0000 0000 XxXx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o S2 C20R P
41 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx = o T2 C21L P
42 w 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx XxXx o w C21R P
43 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o V2 C22L P
44 w 0000 0000 Xxxx. xxxxxxxxxxxx o W2 C22R P
45 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx o 0 C23L P
46 w 0000 0000 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx o 0 C23R P
47 M 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx XxXx o 0 C24L P
48 w 0000 0000 Xxxx Xxxx Xxxx XxXx o 0 C24R P

21
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Annex B
(normative)

k“

Application of the digital interface in the 2-channel
PCM encoder/decoder

(See IEC 60841)

This annex applies to equipment having category code “01 O 0000L”.

6.1 General: application specific details

The audio sample word length is 14 or 16 bits.

The auxiliary sample bits are “O”.

6.2 Channel status: application specific details

Copy and emphasis bits of the CONTROL bits should be copied from the source (the polarity
should be inverted).

B.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class 1(see 6.2.3).

All user data bits are “O”.

22
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Annex C
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in the 2-channel digital audio
tape recorder in the consumer mode -

(See IEC 61119-1 and IEC 61119-6)

This annex applies to equipment having ca’.agory code”110 0000U.

C.1 General: application specific details

The audio sample word length is 16 bits. The auxiliary sample bits are “O”.

C.2 Channel status: application specific details

Bits O to 4 (“CONTRO~) and bits 24 to 27 (“Fs”) should be copied from the source.

Table C. 1 illustrates the use of the Cp-bit, L-bit and category code for DAT.

Table C.1 - Use of Cp-bit, L-bit and category code for DAT

Application or
source signal

;eneral

.aser optical product

>/D converter

klagnetic product

3roadcast reception

vlusical instrument

%esent AID converter

‘uture A/D converter

Solid state memory

Experimental

General

Laser optical product

D/D converter

Magnetic product

Broadcast reception

Musical instrument

Present AID converter

Future AID converter

Solid state memory

Experimental

Input signal to DAT-recorder
for consumer audio use of C-channel

Cp-bit
bit 2

No copyright
‘1 “

“1”

“1”

“1”

‘1”

“1”

“. 1

“1”

“1”

“1”

al”

No copyright
“1”

“1”

“1”
“. 1

“1”

“1“

“1”

“1“

“1”

“1”

“1”

Category code
Bits 8 *O 14

“Oooooor
“1Ooxxxx’
“01Oxxxx”
“Iloxxxx”

“001Xxxx”
and “OIIIXXX”

“Iolxxxx”

“011Ooxx”

“01101XX”

“OOOIXXX”

“0000001”

“0000000”
“1Ooxxxx”

“01Oxxxx”

“lIOXXXX

“001Xxxx”
and “O1ll XXX

“IOIXXXX

“011Ooxx”

“Ollolx

“Ooolxxx”

“0000001 “
23

L-bit
Bit 15

Home copy
“r

“o”

“1”

“o”

‘o”

“1”

. .0
“o”

“o”

“o”

“w

Pre-recorded
““1
“. 1

“o”

“1”

“1”

“o”

“1”

“1”
“. 1

“1”

“1”

On DAT tape

ID 6

“11”

“Ow

“or

“00”

“00”

“00”

“11”

“00”

“00”

“00’

“11”

’00”

“00”

“w

“O(Y

“00”

“11”

“00”

“00”

“00”

Effect on
DAT output

Cp-bit / L-bit
bit2/bitls

Recordable

Set bit 2 to “o”

Set bit 2 to “w

Recordable

Set bit 2 to “O’

Set bit 2 to “O”
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Application or
source signal

..
*

I

D/D converter

Magnetic product

Musical instrument

Future A/D converter

Solid state memory

Experimental

Laser-optical product

Broadcast reception

Broadcast reception

CD recordable

D/D converter

Magnetic product

Musical instrument

Future A/D converter

Solid state memory

Experimental

Laser optical product

Broadcast reception

Broadcast reception

Table C.1 (continued)
—

Input signal to DAT-recorder
for consumer audio use of C-channel

Cp-bit
bit 2

With copyright
“o”
“o”

‘o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

“Alternating at
4Hzto10 Hz”

With copyright

“o”

“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”
“o”

Category code
Bits 8 to ’14

’01 Oxxxx”

“11Oxxxx

“Iolxxxx”

“Ollolxx

“Ooolxxx”

“0000001 “

“1Ooxxxx

“Olllxxx”

“001Xxxr
“1000000”

“OIOXXXX”
“11Oxxxx
“IOIXXXX”
“O11OIXX”

“0001xxx

“0000001”

“Iooxxxx

“OIIIXXX”

“001Xxxx

L-bit
Bit 15

Home copy
“o”

“o”

‘o”

“o”

“o”

“o”

‘0”

“1”

“1”

“1”

“o”

Pre-recorded

“1”

“1”

“1”

“1”

“1”

“1”

“1”

“o”

“o”

“o”

On DAT tape

ID 6

‘lo”

“lo”

“lo”

“lo”

“lo”

“Iw

“lo”

“lo”

“lo”

Effect on
DAT output

Cp-bit / L-bit
bit 2/bit 15

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Not recordable

Recordable
set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “(Y

Set bit 15 to “O”

Set bit 15 to “O”

C.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class I (see 6.2.3.1).

The user data carries a message of a single information unit. The Q and R bits will reflect the
state of the start-lD and shortening-lD, respectively. This is shown in Table C.2.

The start bit of the information unit is carried in the sub-frame of the first sampling word (Lo),
the Q bit (“start-lD”) in the sub-frame of the second sampling word (Ro) and the R-bit
(“shortening-lD”) in the sub-frame of the third sampling word (Ll), of one DAT frame. Other bits
are logical zero “O”. When the DAT player replays normally, start-lD and shortening-lD should
be transmitted whenever it detects them, that is, start-lD: (300 * 30) frames and shortening-lD:
(33 * 3) frames.

When the player shortens playback, shortening-lD should be transmitted once for the first
frame.

Transmission of start-lD and shortening-lD is illustrated by an example in Figure C.1

24
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Audio sample word/DAT frame:

F~ = 48 kliz: Lo R. L, RI L2 ...... L1439 %.439 z 880 words

F~ = 44,1 kHz Lo R. L, RI L2 ...... ‘1322 ‘1322 z 646 words

F~ = 32 kHz Lo R. L1 RI L2 ...... L959 R959 1920 words

F~ = 32 kHz Lo R. L, RI L2 L1919 R1919 3840 words......

(32K, 32K 4-channel
mode)

(32K LP mode)

Table C.2 - User data application in the DAT system

l=+=+
Word User data

LO Sync

RO S-ID

L~ Sh-lD

H=l
RI o

Lz o

RZ o

...... . .....

...... ......

One DAT frame

El
LO Sync

RO S-ID

LI Sh-lD

RI o

, 2s

.
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User data Category code = 11000OOL(DAT with sub-code)

When playing
back normally

we”
shortening

●
ONE DAT FRAME C30ms) ONE DAT FRAME (30ms) D

“ %% L4RI — Lo~Lj R7— b% LIR1 —

b

k %“L1 RI” —

- 7LStsl-blo=”r [t! Sian-lc+’ z Stati-111=”1“ T stalt-lo=V
I L Sync. I L Sync. L Sync IL Sync

I 14 300 *30 times J
b% LIR1 —

: i-’Shortening-lD=”O”
Slsfi4D=”(Y
Sync.

-1

~

b

L
Shortening-lC=”l”
Stslt-lo=”r
Svnc. L

_&’-~LShortening-lO=”l.
Stsfi-lo=w
Sylu. sync.

33* 3 frames

R. L, R, —

K-.

b%L1% — Lo~LIR, —

- L’

Shoflening.lD=”O”

V

L

sync &R:F:*.
Shortenmg-lD=”l”’

Stsrl-lo=w Sta!t-lD=-V
Sync.

1 frame

Figure C.1 - Example of different combinations of start-lD and shortening-lD
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Annex D
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in laser optical digital audio systems
for which no other category code is defined

This annex applies to equipment having category code “100 1000 L”.

D.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from laser optical read-out of discs not compatible with
IEC 60908, for example, the magnetic-optical type.

‘The code “100 10000” shall be used for read-out from pre-recorded discs.

The code “100 10001” shall be used for read-out from home-recorded discs.

The audio sample word length is maximum 16 bits.

The auxiliary sample bits are “O”.

D.2 Channel status: application specific details

Not applicable.

D.3 User data: application. specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class” I (see 6.2.3).

I
I
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Annex E
(normative)1

Application of the digital interface in a digital audio mixer
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “01 001 OOL”.

E.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products that mix various digital input channels into one
or more digital output signals.

E.2 Channel status: application specific details

This category code shall be used only for product~ that correctly flag in the output signal the
copyright status and the generation status of the input signal(s). Where more than one digital
audio input signal is combined into one digital audio output signal, and at least one of the input
signals is a first generation or higher copy over which copyright protection has been asserted,
then ‘the equipment shall reflect in the L-bit of the digital output signal the generation status for
a first generation or higher copy, and in the Cp-bit that copyright protection is asserted.

The product shall always apply category code 01001 OOL, even when the equipment is adjusted
so as not to alter the input signal, i.e. the output signal is identical to the input signal. However,
when all input signals originate from an A/D converter and carry category code 011 00XXL, the
output signal can also carry category code A/D converter (01 1 00XXL).

Input signals, of which the copyright status is ambiguous such as with category code “general”,
shall result in an output signal with bit 2 = “(Y and bit 15 = “1” (copyright protection asserted,
originat).

E.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class Ill (see 6.2.3).

2.3
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(normative)

Application of the digital interface with a sampling rate converter
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “010 1100L”

F.1, General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products that modify or change the sampling frequency
of digital signals.

F.2 Channel status: application specific details

This category code shall be used only for products that correctly flag in the output signal the
copyright status and the generation status of the input signal. Input signals for which copyright
protection has been asserted, and which are not “original” shall result in an output signal with
bit 2 = “O”and bit 15 = “O”.

The product shall always apply category code 010 1100L, whether the equipment is adjusted
so as not to alter the signal (so that the input signal is identical to the output signal), or is
adjusted differently. However, when the input signal originates from an A/D converter and
carries category code 011 00XXL, the output signal can also carry category code A/D converter
(01 1 00XXL).

Input signals, of which the copyright status is ambiguous such as with category code “general”,
shall result in an output signal with bit 2 = “O” and bit 15 = “1” (copyright protection asserted,
original).

F.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class Ill (see 6.2.3).
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Annex G
(normative)

Application of the digital interface with a digital sound sampler
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “010 OOIOL”

G.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products that sample and reassemble digital input
signal(s) into one or more digital output signals.

G,2 Channel status: application specific details

This category code shall only be used for products that correctly flag in the output signal the
copyright status and the generation status of the input signal. Input signals for which copyright
protection has been asserted, and which are not “original”, and which are used for sampling for
more than 1 s, shall result in an output signal with bit 2 = “O”and bit 15 = “O”.

When the input signal originates from an A/D converter and carries category code 011 00XXL,
the output signal can also carry category code A/D converter (01 1 00XXL).

Inrxit signals, of which the corwriaht status is ambiguous such as with categorv code ‘general”,
shall re&dt in an output signs; w;th bit 2 = “O” and-bit
original).

G.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class

15 = “1” (copyright ~ro~ection &serted,

Ill (see 6.2.3).
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Annex H
(normative)

I

Application of the digital interface in a digital broadcast receiver (Japan)
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “001 0000L”.

H.1 General: application specific details

This category code shall be used for digital audio broadcast” reception with or without a video
signal (for example digital satellite reception) in Japan.

‘The audio sample word length is 14 or 16 bits.

The auxiliary sample bits are “fYt

H.2 Channel status: application specific details

Bits O to 5 (CONTROL) should be copied from the source.

Cp-bit = “O” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and copyright
protection asserted, or no copyright information is transmitted.

Cp-bit = “1” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and no copyright
protection asserted.

H.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class

‘User data bits = “O”(reserved).

(see 6.2.3).
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Annex J
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in a digital broadcast receiver (Europe)
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “001 1000 L”.

J.1 General: application specific details

This category code shall be used for digital audio broadcast reception with or without a video
signal (for example digital satellite reception) in Europe.

The audio sample word length is 14 or more bits,

J.2 Channel status: application specific details

Cp-bit = “O” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and copyright
protection asserted, or no copyright information is transmitted.

Cp-bit = “1” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and no copyright
protection asserted.

J.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class I (see 6.2.3).

User data bits = “O” (reserved).
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Annex K
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in a digital broadcast receiver (USA)
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “001 001 lL”.

K.1 General: application specific details

This category code shall be used for digital audio broadcast reception with or without a video
signal (for example digital satellite reception) in the USA.

~ ;he audio sample word length is 14 bits or more.

K.2 Channel status: application? specific details

Cp-bit = “O” in the case where copyright. information has been transmitted and copyright
protection asserted, or no copyright information is transmitted.

Cp-bit = “1” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and no copyright
protection asserted.

K.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class

User data bits = “O (reserved).
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Annex L
(normative)

Application of the digital interface for electronic software delivery
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “001 000IL”.

L.1 General: application specific details

This category code shall be used for digital audio signals from receivers for which a fee may be
charged for the reception of certain software.

L.2 Channel status: application specific details

‘Cp-bit = ‘O” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and copyright
protection asserted, or no copyright information is transmitted.

Cp-bit = “1” in the case where copyright information has been transmitted and no copyright
protection asserted.

L.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class 1 (see 6.2.3).
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(normative)

Application of the digital interface
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in the digita compact
cassette system in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “1 f O 0001 L“.

M.1 General: application specific details

This category code shall be used for equipment specified according to the digital compact
cassette (DCC) system.

M.2 Channel status: application specific details

Not applicable.

M.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class 1 (see 6.2.3).

Two modes are available, marker mode and extended mode. Both use the same definition of
messages. Marker mode is required, extended mode is optional.

M.3.1 Marker mode

This mode allows just one message that contains the most important information. This
message consists of one information unit, which is shown in Figure M. 1.

MSB LSB

1 0 LAB SH FAD MUT STP SCM

Start Mode
bit bit

Figure M.1

The bits have the following definition:

. The first bit is the start bit and is equal to “1”.

. The second bit is “O”to identify that it is a marker mode message.

. LAB (LABEL): gives an indication of the position of the start of a track. The following rules
apply:

During playback the equipment should:

.1)

2)

set the LAB-bit to “1” for 16 frames at the start of a new track;

NOTE The “O”to “1” transition coincides with the track start (a track start is indicated on pre-recorded
tapes by the “1” to “(Y transition of the L-ID, and on consumer recorded tapes by the “O”to “1” transition of
the same bit);

set the LAB-bit to “O” if the SCM-ID (and SCM-bit in the marker mode) is “1”.
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during recording the equipment should:

3)

4)

●

●

●

●

●

record an L-ID = “1” for 16 frames if it detects an SCM bit “1” to “d” transition;

record an L-ID = ‘1” for 16 frames if it detects a LAB-bit “O”to “f” transition.

SH (SHORTENING ID): if this bit is set to “l”, play starts.

FAD (FADE): if this bit is set to “1”, a gradual reduction of playback level occurs from start
of mute, and a gradual increase of playback level occurs from reset of mute. If this bit is set
to “O”, start and reset of mute occur in one step.

MUT (MUTE): if this bit is set to “l”, mute starts, and will continue until the bit is reset
to “o”.

STP (STOP): this bit is set to “1” if no audio signal is available due to search actions or
when playback is stopped. Otherwise, it is set to “O”.

SCM (SECTOR MARKER): this bit is set to “1” during detection of a sector marker.

This marker mode message shall be sent at least once for every DCC tape frame.

It is recommended that the information be sent simultaneously with the audio information.

NOTE L-ID and sector markers are signals recorded in the auxiliary information track of the DCC player, indicating
specific portions of the tape.

M.3.2 Extended mode

In this mode, several messages are defined. The first IU of a message is as shown in
Figure M.2.

MSB LSB

1 1 M M M .M M M
1

Start Mode
bit bit

Figure M.2

. The first bit is the start bit and is equal to “l”.

. The second bit is “l” to identify the extended mode.

. The remaining bits indicate the message number.

M.3.2.1 Message number “000000”: current status

Implementation of this message is optional. If implemented, a message shall be sent at least
once in every tape frame.

This message contains information on the current status of the deck. Three bytes of
information shall be made available: deck status, track number and index number. The three
bytes are carried in four IUS. The layout of the whole message shall be as Table M. 1.
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Table M.1 -Layout ofmessage number’’OOOOOO”

1 (Start) 1 (Extended mode) o 0 0 0 0 0

1 (Start) Error flag State 7 State 6 State 5 State 4 State 3 State 2

1 (Start) Error flag State 1 State 0 Track 7 Track 6 Track 5 Track d

1 (Start) Error flag Track .3 Track 2 Track 1 Track 0 Index 7 Index 6

1 (Start) Error flag Index s Index 4 Index 3 Index 2 Index 1 Index 0

The error flag is optional and can be used to indicate whether the information in the IU is
possibly in error: “O”= no error, “1” = possible error in the remaining six bits.

~he deck status is carried with the MSB first. It is a BCD-coded two-digit message. The codes
given in Table M.2 apply:

Table M.2 - Deck status codes

sCode Meaning Explanation

00 STOP Deck stopped, no information read from tape

01 PAUSE Deck in pause mode, no information read from tape

02 EJECT Cassette ejected, no ITTS and auxiliary information available from tape

11 PLAY-A Playback of sector A, information read from tape

12 PLAY-B Playback of sector B, information read from tape . .

13 PIAY-C Playback of sector C, information read from tape

14 PLAY-D Playback of sector D, information read from tape
L

I 18 cc-PLAY A compact cassette is played back, no information from tape

21 WIND Wind (forward in time), no information read from tape

22 REWIND Rewind (backwards in time), no information read from tape

23 SEARCH-F Forward search, track number estimated from markers

24 SEARCH-B Backward search, track number estimated from markers

30 REC-PAU Recording + pause mode, no ITTS and auxiliary information available from tape

I 31 REC Recording, no ITTS and auxiliary information available from tape

Mode indications 30 and 31 of Table M.2 shall be available only during recording from
analogue sources. Recording from digital sources implies that the information from the digital
source will be copied on the digital output.

The track and index information is copied from the auxiliary data, or may be estimated during
search or playback of tapes with track numbering. During playback of tapes without track
numbering or compact cassettes, the track and index number is unknown (“00”). Both bytes are
BCD-coded with MSB first.

M.3.2.2 Message numbers “000001”, “00001 O“, “00001 1”: ITTS packet message

Text information in the form of “ITTS packets” from the DCC tape can optionally’ be transferred
on the digital output. If implemented, the message number “OOOOOCY(current status) shall
also be implemented. All ITTS packets shall be sent in the same sequence as recorded on
the DCC tape.

The message number indicates whether the message contains the start of an ITTS packet,
a continuation or the end of a packet:

Message Contents
number
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1
“000001 “ ITTS packet start or complete packet

“000010” ITTS packet continuation

“00001 1“ ITTS packet continuation and end

,
The 48 bytes of an ITTS packet shall be coded in a similar way to the method used for coding
the three bytes of the current status message, using four IUS for every three bytes, bytes coded
with the MSB first. If a message does not contain a multiple of three ITTS bytes, the remaining
bits in the IU that contains the last bits of the final ITTS byte shall be padded with “O” bits (for
example for a message of two ITTS bytes, three information units are used, in which the two final
bits of the third information unit contain “O). It is not permitted to add an IU that is fully padded
with “O”bits, as this would make the detection of an ITTS byte with all zeros impossible.

In total, the extended message consists of a maximum of 66 IUS: one IU to indicate extended
message, one IU containing message contents identification, and a maximum of 64 IUS for the
4TTS packet data, including error flags and start bits.

An example of a complete ITTS packet extended message is shown in Table M.3.

Table M.3 - ITTS packet extended message example

o 0 0
(StJrt)

o 0 1
(Ext;nded

mode)

1(Start) IU count ~ IU count ~ Ill count, IU counts IU count z IU count , IU count o

l(Start) Error flag Byte 1~ Byte 16 Byte 1~ Byte 1~ Byte 1~ Byte 1*

1(Start) Error flag Byte 1, Byte 1~ Byte 27 Byte 26 B~e 25- Byte 24

1(Start) Error flag Byte 23 Byte 22 Byte 2, Byte 20 Byte 37 Byte 36

1(Start) Error flag Byte 35 Byte 34 Byte 33 Byte 32 Byte 31 Byte 30

. . . ...” ... ... ... ... ...

1(Start) Error flag Byte 467 Byte 466 Byte 465 Byte 464 Byte 463 Byte 462

1(Start) Error flag Byte 467 Byte 460 Byte 477 Byte 476 Byte 475 Byte 474

1(Start) Error flag Byte 473 Byte 472 Byte 471 Byte 470 Byte 487 Byte 486

1(Start) Error flag Byte 485 Byte 484 Byte 483 Byte 462 Byte 481 Byte 480

The information unit count (IU count &,,O) indicates how many information units will follow and
can range from O (no ITTS information available) to 64 (complete ITTS packet).

IU count 6 = MSB, IU count o = LSB, binary coded.

The error flag is optional and can be used to indicate whether the information in the IU is in
error: “O” = no error detected, “1” = error in the remaining six bits.

Bytes 46 to 48 represent here the three last character codes in an ITTS pa~ket.,-

Partial ITTS packets may be sent in similar fashion. The message number may need to be
changed according to the contents: start, continuation or end. Several combinations are
possible, as shown in M.3.2.3. a), b) and c).

It is also allowed to mix ITTS messages with marker mode and other extended mode
messages, as long as the ITTS packet sequence is maintained, as shown in clause M.3.2.3 c!).
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M.3.2.3 Examples of ITTS packet transfer

a) Complete ITTS packet transfer:

Message number IU count Total message length ITTS bytes

000001 start 64 66 48

b)

c)

One ITTS packet in the form of two combined messages:

Message number IU count Total message

000001 start 32 34

000011 end 32 34

length ITTS bytes

24

24

Two examples of one ITTS packet in the form of three combined messages:

Example 1

Message number Iu count Total message length ITTS bytes

000001 start 11 13 8

000010 continue 43 45 32

000011 end 11 13 8

NOTE The number of ITTS bytes transferred in a message in the examples above may be changed, as long as the
total number of ilTS bytes remains below 48 and the IU count is adjusted accordingly.

Example 2

Message number Ill count Total message length ITTS bytes

000001 start 12 14 9

000010 continue 40 42 30

000011 end 12 14 9

d) One ITTS packet in the form of eight messages with marker mode and current status:

First byte IU count Total message length ITTS bytes

.11000001 start 8 10 6

11000010 continue 8 10 6

1~000010 continue 8 10 6

11000010 continue 8 10 6

10xxxxxx marker . - 1

11000000 current status - 5

11000010 continue 8’ 10 6

11000010 continue 8 10 6

11000010 continue 8 10 6

11000011 end 8 10 6

Other message numbers are reserved for future use.
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Annex N
(normative)

&&.

Application of the digital interface in the mini disc system
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “100 1001 L“.

N.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products according to the mini disc system.

N.2 Channel status: application specific details

Not applicable.

N.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class I (see 6.2.3).

The format of user data is in accordance with A.3.
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Annex O
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in a digital sound processor
in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “O1O 101OL”.

0.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products that transform the audio information, such as
equalization, echo, delay, surround sound, etc.

0.2 Channel status: application specific details

Nol applicable.

0.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class II (see 6.2.3).
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Annex P
(normative)

Application of the digital interface in the digital versatile disc system
(I)VD) in the consumer mode

This annex applies to equipment having category code “1OO 1100L”

P.1 General: application specific details

This category code is for signals from products according to the DVD system.

P,2 Channel status; application specific details

Not applicable.

P.3 User data: application specific details

Equipment specified in this annex is classified as class I (see 6.2.3).
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Annex Q
(informative)

The use of original sampling frequency, sampling frequency
and clock accuracy

The bit states in the channel status fields for “original sampling frequency”, “sampling
frequency” and “clock accuracy” can identify the process being executed in a player and
interface unit of a transmitter.

For explanation, terms are defined in Table Q.1

Table Q.1 - Term definition

Term Meaning Explanation

OSF

TSF

Original sampling frequency

Transmitted sampling frequency

Sampling frequency recorded on disc, etc.
This can be identified by bits 36-39

The sampling frequency required to
present the transmitted audio data at the
intended reproduction speed. This can be
identified by bits 24-27

I IFR I Interface frame rate I Frame rate on interface I

I N I Up or down sampling ratio I By re-sampling, etc. I

I M I High-speed transmission ratio I By high-speed revolution of disc, etc. I

Player and interface model is described in Figure Q.1

..........................................................................................................................
:
,:
:
:
:
:
: EEiEcl I’n-ei e“ andlor

:.

.
: OSF:.
:
: ~ ‘FR 1.

: i
: OSF X N = TSF OSFXNXM=IFR

.
: :
: :.

Figure Q.1 - Player and interface model

In this model, cases depend on the state of channel status bits 28 and 29, as described in
Table Q.2. With the state ‘(l l“, “interface frame rate not matched to sampling frequency”, high-
speed transmission is used and the interface frame rate (IFR) is scaled up from the transmitted
sampling frequency (TSF) by the high-speed transmission ratio (M). For other states of bits 28
and 29, IFR is equal to TSF.

TSF is equal to the original sampling frequency (OSF) except when up or down sampling
(sample rate conversion) is used. In that case, the TSF is scaled from the OSF by the up or
down sampling ratio (N).
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Table Q.2 - Cases

r .—
Bits 28,29 TSF IFR Case

’11 TSF = N X OSF IFR = TSF.X M High-speed transmission
and up or down sampling

11 TSF = OSF IFR = TSF X M High-speed transmission

00, 01, 10 TSF = N X OSF iFR = TSF Up or down sampling

00, 01, 10 TSF = OSF IFR = TSF Original

In Table Q.3, some examples of cases are described.

Table Q.3 - Example

Player conditions interface coding

Sampling u p or down Transmitted High-speed “Original
frequency sampling Interface “Ciock

“Sampiing
sampling transmission sampiin9 frequency.

recorded
ratio frequency frame rate accuracy” frequency”

in disc
ratio “ (OSF) (TSF)

OSF N TSF M IFR Bit 28,29 Bits 36-39 Bits 24-27

Formula OSF X N OSFXNXM

2 88.2 kHz 1 88.2 kHz 00,01,10 0001

1 44.1 kHz
44.1 kHz

00,01,10
--------- ----- ------------ . . . . . ----- -----

1
1111

44.1 kHz 2 88.2 kHz 11 0000
--------- ---- -------- ------- ------- -----

4 176.4 kHz 11

1 96 kHz
1 96 kHz

00,01,10---------- --- --------- ------ . --------- -..
2

10101
192 kHz 11

96 kHz 1 48 kHz 00,01,10 1610
------- ------ ------- -------- . . ----- ----.-

Example
112 48 kHz 2 96 kHz* 11 0100----- ------ .- ------ ------- -- ----- ------ --

4 192 kHz 11

1 192 kHz 1 192 kHz 00,01,10 olll—

1 96 kHz 00,01,10
112 96 kHz ----- -------- ----- ---------- --------- ---- 0101

2 192 kHz* 11
192 kHz 1000

1 48 kHz 00,01,10
--------- ---- --------------- -------------

114 48 kHz 2 96 kHz 11 0100--------. ---- ------ -- . . . . . . . ---- ----- ---
4 192 kHz* 11

NOTE Even if OSF is equal to IFR, there may be down sampling and high speed transmission process if TSF is
not aiso equal. See marked (*) portion.
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NATIONAL ANNEX A
(National Foreword)

Types of connectors and their rlpplication

TABLEIV

Contact numbers and
I EC type designation

“Connector designation Application

1.1 Pin connector Free Loudspeaker;
(plug) “’ “ headphonq

microphone;
130-8 IEC-xx extension wrd

~ ‘Ock’=~- “d ‘gs:,fp~;;
12

6.3 mm input for microphone

Socket connector Free E&nsion cord

L2 Pinconnector Free
%!ss

H phonq
130-8lEC-yy (plug)

~ ~ ‘OCk;:;mor ‘“* “~~m~p’”ne “’
; 3 2 6.3- Socket connector Free ~sion cord

-

L3 Pin connector Free Loudspeaker;
(plug) -earphon%

headphone
microphone

130-8 IEC-01 audio signals for tape recorder
&e Note 1 to Table V)

P
Socket connector Freed On equipment:

(jack)
12

outputfor loudspeaker;
output for earphon~

Miniature 3.5 mm
output f~r headphone;
input for microphone;
input or output of audio signals

for tape recorders
(see Note 1 tc$?able V)

3.4 130-8 l~c-PP Pin connector Free Headphone
(phrg)

132 Socket connector FMed On equipment:
Miniature 3.5 mm (jack) output for headphone

1.5 Pin connector Free Earphone;
(plug) on/off switch on microphone for

130-8 IEC-02 remote control (in combination
with miniature 3.5 mm cotmectory .

Socket connector Fixed On equipment:
(jack) output for earphone;

inprit for remote control of
microphone (ii combination with
miniature 3.5 mm connector)

B.6 Pin connector Free Input or output for audio signal
130-8 IE C-z

a
Socket connector Fixed On quipment:

input or output for audio signal
12 Phono 3.2 mm
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